We have simulated the effect of sidewall roughness in photonic-crystallike structures with different vertical refractive-index contrast. We treated the scattering off a sidewall irregularity as a radiating dipole excited by the incident waveguide mode. We show that the loss that is due to this scattering is significantly larger for structures with a low refractive-index contrast (such as GaAs͞AlGaAs waveguides) than for structures with a high vertical index contrast (such as silicon-on-insulators and membranes).
One application of two-dimensional (2-D) photonic crystals is in planar waveguide structures. In photonic crystal slabs, light is controlled in plane by a 2-D photonic crystal, e.g., a lattice of holes, whereas vertically, light is guided conventionally by a high or a low refractive-index contrast. 1, 2 Normally, the vertical confinement is not perfect; light leaks into the cladding. These out-of-plane losses are closely related to the layer structure and have several causes.
Even perfect photonic crystal slabs can have intrinsic scattering losses when the Bloch modes are not fully conf ined, 3 although lossless Bloch modes can exist in particular designs. 4 It has been shown that these losses increase dramatically with higher refractive-index contrast between the slab core and cladding. 5 Therefore one can choose low refractiveindex contrast, such as in GaAs͞AlGaAs system. Although this structure is not lossless, losses can be kept within reason. Alternatively, high refractiveindex contrast, as in a silicon-on-insulator structure, can support lossless modes in a photonic crystal. 4 However, a breach in periodicity can cause large scattering losses. Therefore, which material is best for low intrinsic losses depends on the application. 6 Intrinsic losses give only a lower limit of the overall losses. In real structures, which are often fabricated by lithography and dry etching, additional scattering occurs at sidewall irregularities. Again, we expect the vertical layer structure to play a role. We studied the general effect of the vertical index contrast on these scattering losses by modeling sidewall irregularities as radiating dipoles excited by the guided light. In our 2-D approximation we use air slots in a slab waveguide (Fig. 1, inset) . The simulations were made for TE polarization (E f ield parallel to the layer interfaces) at 1550 nm. The total power lost that is due to roughness at the sidewall will be proportional to the power loss of an irregularity averaged over any position y of that irregularity along the interface:
where P ͑ y͒ is the scattered power of the dipole at position y and L͑ y͒ is the fraction of that power that is not recaptured by the waveguide. Although scattering at irregularities should be treated in a coherent way, we can use this incoherent integration as a f igure of merit, as the irregularities can be distributed randomly on the sidewall. The scattering dipole is excited by the incident f ield, so its power P ͑ y͒ can be written as a function of the local f ield E͑y͒:
where h͑y͒ describes the effect of the roughness geometry and Z rad ͑ y͒ is the radiative impedance of the environment. E͑y͒ is given by the guided mode of the slab waveguide.
To calculate the various factors in this model, we made use of three simulations. First, we determined L͑y͒ and Z rad ͑y͒ by simulating the response of a dipole current source on the interface. Next, we approximated h 2 by simulating how strongly a dipole is excited by a plane wave incident upon an interface with difference types of roughness. Finally, we calculated the modes of the structure to get the local field strength.
For the different simulations we used CAMFR, 7, 8 a vectorial eigenmode expansion tool with perfectly matched layer boundary conditions. Along the propagation axis the structure is divided into sections with a constant refractive-index profile, in which the electromagnetic field is expanded into the local eigenmodes. Radiation modes are supported through perfectly matched layer absorbing boundary conditions. At the interface between sections, mode matching is used to decompose the field into the eigenmodes of the new section. In this way, a scattering matrix that describes the entire structure is obtained. To compare slabs with different vertical index contrasts we used three-layer symmetric slab waveguide with a v number of 2.79 to guarantee single-mode behavior. The v number is related to the refractiveindex contrast and the thickness of the waveguide:
To keep the v number constant we increase core thickness d core with cladding index n clad , as illustrated in Fig. 1 . For compatibility with both GaAs͞AlGaAs and silicon-based structures, a value of n core 3.45 was chosen as the index of the core. For the numerical results presented here we used an air gap of w air 280 nm.
In the TE polarization, a 2-D dipole upon an interface radiates in all directions. To calculate the fraction of the dipole's power that is recaptured by the waveguide we excited a dipole by a known dipole current source I 0 at position y. The power P 0 ͑y͒ emitted by this source is
where E 0 ͑ y͒ is the electric field measured at the position of the current source. As this is a 2-D simulation, P 0 is measured in watts per meter. Likewise, the radiative impedance of the environment without roughness,
is expressed in ohms per meter. E 0 ͑ y͒ can be calculated in CAMFR. We found that Z rad, 0 ͑y͒ oscillates gently with y, and the oscillation is stronger for higher index contrast. Because in a photonic crystal the forward and backward propagating light is coupled, the recaptured light in both the forward and the backward slab modes can be considered not lost. The fraction of the lost light L͑ y͒ of the dipole can therefore be expressed as
where R͑ y͒ and T ͑ y͒ are, respectively, the power in the forward and backward propagating guided slab modes. Figure 2 shows L͑ y͒ for several values of n clad . If the dipole is located near the slab core, a larger fraction of light is recovered. Also, a slab waveguide with high vertical index contrast can recapture more light because of its higher numerical aperture. We then calculate the excitation of the dipole, h 2 , by the incident field. It is obvious that the amount of scattering depends strongly on the type of irregularity and on the index contrast De h n 2 mat 2 1 of the sidewall, where n mat is the index of the material at position y. We calculate h 2 by scattering a plane wave off a rectangular irregularity on a material-air interface and do this for different irregularities and values of De h . Figure 3 shows h 2 as a function of De h for irregularities of several widths and depths. We found that h 2 behaves much as
where g describes the inf luence of the shape and size of the irregularities. This result has also been reported in the literature for orthogonal incidence. 9 Now that we know h 2 we can calculate the excitation P ͑y͒ of the dipole in an irregularity at position y by approximating Z rad ͑y͒ by Z rad, 0 ͑y͒ of the unperturbed structure:
Note that De h is dependent on position y, as the index contrast of the material-air interface is higher in the slab core than in the slab cladding. Therefore, as core index n core is fixed at 3.45, a low vertical index contrast implies a high value of De h in the slab cladding. Figure 4 shows P ͑ y͒ normalized to the power of the incident slab waveguide mode for several values of n clad , where E͑ y͒ is based on the guided slab mode. Overall, the excitation of the dipole is much stronger for low vertical index contrasts (high values of n clad ) because the mode prof ile is much broader and De h in the cladding is much larger.
We now combine the results to estimate the average losses that are due to roughness by f illing in all factors in Eq. (1). Figure 5 shows L tot as a function of n clad . There is a strong increase of losses for higher values of n clad , i.e., for materials with lower vertical index contrasts. We can therefore conclude that high vertical-index contrast (such as in silicon-on-insulator or semiconductor membranes) performs better with respect to losses at irregularities than low out-of-plane contrast such as in GaAs͞AlGaAs waveguides). This finding can provide an explanation for the discrepancy in performance between current photonic crystal waveguides in silicon-on-insulator and in III-V semiconductors. 10, 11 The high vertical index contrast provides a stronger confined mode, which results in a less-roughened surface and a slab with a higher numerical aperture, which collects more scattered light.
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